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A brief Introduction

www.enotravel.com (new release coming soon)

http://www.enotravel.com/


Enotravel - Travel and Taste is the Enotravel 

Srl brand which designs and arranges travel 

experiences. The ultimate goal is to offer

smart experiences to smart travellers: 

innovation, sustainability, attention to the local

food and wine products are the keys of 

success of our tour.

Enotravel is a partner with Turismo Torino, 

the city body which makes possible the 

support and development of local tourist

initiatives as well as the enhancement of its

territory.



OUR PROPOSALS

We are the choice of whose travellers willing to make green 

and inspiring experiences and paying attention to the quality of 

food and wine. 

Our proposals may include active experiences (bike tour, 

kitchen lesson, etc ), tasting, weekend di charme, city break,

visit to cellars and cultural sites.

Our tours do not miss out opportunities to relax and take into 

account specific interests and requests made by travellers.

Enotravel  Calendar -Tour Package

➢ Standard Tour: tour taking place at fixed dates

➢ Private Groups: tour with flexible dates

➢ Bespoke Tour: tailored package tour

Type of Enotravel Tour and routes
➢ Green Tour:  Piemonte, Valle d’Aosta, Liguria e Toscana

➢ Wine Tour : Italy (all region), France and Spain

➢ Bike Tour: Piemonte – Liguria + Ciclovia Ven.to

Write t For more information write to info@enotravel.it

mailto:info@enotravel.it


OUR TIPS

GREEN TOUR

Green Tour are addressed to the most

conscious traveller. From the hotel to the food, 

every detail is choosen and designed to meet

the environmental policies.

Thanks to

- the Enotravel  brand working on smart 

mobility - the traveller can even count on 

sustainable transportation.



OUR SUCCESSFULL TOURS

LEONARDO TOUR

Leonardo skills of being an innovator and founder of 

new concepts (nowdays we would call him a 

“startupper”!) not to forget his attention to the good 

cuisine and environmental aspects, represent for us a 

great source of inspiration .

For that too, we decided to continue to offer our

successfull tours including the Genius life and his

masterpieces. More details on requests:

info@enotravel.it



HOW DO YOU TRAVEL WITH US? VERY WELL.

FOOD AND WINE

Our tour tend to give emotions particularly around the table.

Our Experts are food and wine lovers as you (and us) are and they

will be able to amaze with their goodies even the most demanding

travel-gourmet.

STAYING OVERNIGHT

We are looking for hotel complying with specific requirements: they

must be nice, comfortable and sustainable.

PEOPLE

Enotravel guides are very well instructed. We choose them because

they are friendly and solve problems, they are those who can make 

the right atmosphere for your holidays.

WHY OUR PACKAGES ARE ALL-INCLUSIVE.

Our booking generally includes breakfast and dinner while our food 

and wine experiences are good enough to cover the other daily

needs. Even the transports are generally included, indeed they are 

sustainable. 

WHY OUR VISITS ARE BOOKED IN ADVANCE.

Visits to museum and exhibits are generally reserved and include a 

dedicated guide where feasible.

SMALL GROUPS.

Our tour are reserved to small group of 12-15 people.



SPECIAL OFFER RESERVED TO PARTECIPANTS TO BIT – Fiera 

Milano

For all those booking a Tour of at least 5 days during the exhibit, 

Enotravel will reward them with a temporary mobility voucher to use 

electric car/e-bike in Torino.


